
OPALFILM® birdsafe® offers birds an effective protection 
against collision with transparent or mirrored glass. The pro-
tection film is color-neutral with a rhombus pattern, which 
was specially developed for this case. It makes the glass visi-
ble for birds.

Besides its splinter-preventing effect, the film mini mizes the 
risk of birds flying against glasses up to 90 %. Additionally, the 
advantages of glass as a building material won’t be reduced: 
the surrounding is still brightly lit and the indoor climate is not 
influenced.

OPALFILM® birdsafe® protection film can be installed on all 
flat glass surfaces and can also be used for the protection of 
sound-absorbing walls, glass façades and windows in private 
households. 

Because of the combination of anti-shatter film and the unique 
rhombus pattern, OPALFILM® birdsafe® is an integrated solu-
tion for the protection of birds on modern glass architecture.

Reasons for installing OPALFILM® birdsafe®:

 ■ minimizes the risk of a collision with birds

 ■ anti-shatter protection

 ■ color-neutral at any time of day

 ■ can be easily retrofitted

 ■ recommended by leading bird protection organizations

Notice: The efficacy of the film is only given by vertical installa-
tion. The film must be installed on the outside of the glazing.

OPALFILM® birdsafe in different variations:

 ■ greenline: combined with sun protection proterties

 ■ rhombus pattern: classic, vertical rhombus pattern 

 ■ Design 01: block pattern 

 ■ individual pattern on request 

The information contained in this data sheet is based on many years of practical experience and 
reflects our current status of knowledge and the current state of the technical art. This does not 
release the user/buyer from the duty to test the suitability of our products for the intended use on 
their own responsibility.  
Our General Terms and Conditions of Business also apply.

On the issue of a new or revised version of this data sheet with a new publication date,  
all previous versions will lose their validity. Muenster, April 2021. 
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Film colors and variations

OPALFILM® birdsafe® greenline:

combination of bird protection film and heat protection | design 
variant Design 01 | species protection and climate protection in 
one film | to reduce bird strike and relieve indoor air condition-
ing systems | daylight permeable 

OPALFILM® birdsafe® Design 01:

design variation in block pattern | effective protection against 
bird strike | individual pattern or logo imprint possibel (after 
effectiveness - test) 

OPALFILM® birdsafe® rhombus pattern:

vertical processing of rhombus pattern | installation on the out-
side of glazing | color variants: black/black or black/orange


